You are now chatting with : Expert
Expert: Hello Joe :)
joe: Hi
joe: Can you tell me a little about your company?
Expert: Certainly...
Expert: We are an SEO service provider company that offers complete SEO solutions... Search Engine
Optimization...
Expert: We do online marketing for websites..
Expert: If you have a website and that needs to be optimized and want traffic for it...
Expert: then we take care of it..
Expert: We are a very new company in the market.. However, people workin for us and I myself are
experienced..
joe: and how do you guys market websites?
Expert: for more than a year in this industry..
Expert: We perform Directory Submissions... Social Bookmarking and many other strategies...
Expert: there are close to 25 different strategies...
Expert: Joe.. You with me?
joe: yes, had to step away for a second
Expert: No problem...
Expert: So... Do you own a website?
joe: i'm reading through your site while we're chatting. It mentions you, well i'm assuming you are
"prasen", that you worked for partypoker?
Expert: Yes... I did...
Expert: But no more with them...
joe: are you familiar with jason duke or jay young?
Expert: No I am not..
Expert: I was into Customer Service..

Expert: in India..
joe: two guys i met at a conference from partypoker.
joe: so is India where you guys are located?
Expert: Oh okay..
Expert: Thats correct...
joe: how do you guys handle link building? obviously this has been a hot topic lately and we are very
particular about this phase of our online marketing.
Expert: We have set strategies for building links..
Expert: It depends on the kind of link building you are lookin for... Is it one way or reciprocal?
Expert: coz the strategies differ for each..
joe: from what we've read, the bigger name ad networks seem to have been targeted by google and
we're wondering if you use these type of methods with link building?
Expert: That is just one of the methods..
Expert: We use complete White hat methods to improve the sites performance..
joe: oh right, isn't "white hat methods" mean things that are good in nature?
Expert: Yes..
joe: and a dark color mean bad things?
Expert: they are the ones that are the best..
Expert: you got it right...
joe: ok an article I remember reading, it seemed like the tone was white was good but didn't really get
results for people. where dark seemed to get people where they wanted with a little risk involved. Do
you guys do anything that might be in between? I know when we do our taxes, we try to work in the
"grey area" to save money. Is there this with relation to search results?
Expert: Yes there is..
Expert: We work in the guidelines of white hat with the mixture of other methods where applicable... at
the same time we ensure that no harm is done to the site..
joe: that's positive. what kind of price range would you guys charge for the whole shebang?

Expert: The choice would be yours... It depends on how much you wish to invest for promoting your
site and getting continuous results... We have two different packages..
Expert: One is Part Time at a cost of $295 + $15 (processing and transaction fee).. this package gives
you 80 hours... Expert will promote your site for 80 complete hours... and the other is Full Time at a cost
of $595 + $25 (processing and transaction fee) this package gives you 180 hours... Expert will promote
your site for 180 complete hours...
joe: ok, i'm confused on one part. You say "Expert will ... ". What does that mean?
joe: is that a software or something?
Expert: You hire an Expert when you pay for the subsciption..
Expert: it is a person workin for you...
joe: oh oh oh, gotcha
Expert: I have a team of Experts that are available for hiring..
Expert: Cool...
joe: how's the weather over there?
Expert: Cold...
Expert: but not as cold as it would be over there..
joe: yeah, it's cold. some parts are warm though.
Expert: Can I have a look at your website...
Expert: the one that you wish to promote..
joe: one additional question. do you guys offer any sort of blog commenting service? I've heard this is
an effective way to get traffic.
Expert: We provide a total SEO solution... this means that we offer... Blog commenting, Forum
Commenting, MySpace, Directory Submissions, Social Bookmarking, Article Submissions, Affiliate
Marketing and many such tactics..
joe: awesome. thanks for the time and you'll be hearing from us at least by the end of next week.

